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WELCOME

Welcome to introduction of TVP Animation 9.0 and thank you for the time you will take to 
examine our software ! You will find in this file many informations about TVPaint Développement 
and TVP Animation.

Please, do not hesitate to visit our website http://www.tvpaint.com (in English and French) 
for the latest updates, customer stories, information, and tutorials. If you have any question, you 
could contact us either by phone at 0 (033)
 387 17 35 98, or bay email at tvpaint@tvpaint.fr

Thanks again, and we hope you enjoy your time with TVP Animation 9.0
Sincerely, 

TVPaint Développement Team.

« Beton » by Ariel Belinco & Michael Faust
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ABOUT TVPAINT DEVELOPPEMENT

Introduction of TVPaint Développement

All begins with Hervé ADAM, “Beaux  Arts de Metz” student and his computer science's 
skills. During his studies, he noticed a lack of tools, into video infographic's domain. Consequently, 
he developed in 1991, for the Amiga, the first 32 bits graphical pallet. And it was named “TVPaint” ! 
Following market evolution, many other updates and new versions were developed.

In 1997, Hervé ADAM brought together a multidisciplinary team. TVPaint became one of 
the most popular tool for digital video, drawing and animation. TVP Animation is now present all 
over the world, thanks to its large artistic tools pallet. Many projects are currently developing and 
will be announced according to needs and market evolutions.

The TVPaint Development Team

Mirage, our last production, was coming from TVPaint technology 7.0. The new technology 
9.0 gets more tools and possibilities.

A new products range, devoted to artists, was born with TVP Animation 8.x Std and Pro, 
available  since  June  2006.  Both  of  them  allowed  to  create  TVP  Animation  9.0,  whose  the 
technology is, of course, upper on every points.
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History of TVPaint Développement :

1991Born of TVPaint on Amiga
In 1991, Herve Adam released the first version of TVPaint based on 
the TVPaint Technology 1.0. This can be run on Amiga.
On this version are only available : one menu, one image layer and 
one drawing tool, the airbrush, working with a binary stencil.

1992TVPaint 1.4 on Amiga
The main improvement of this version is the integration of a scripting 
language  ARexx,  for  automating  repetitive  tasks  and  creating 
animation. 

1993Release of TVPaint v2.0 on Amiga

There is a multi panels interface and new drawing tools appears, such 
as propelling pencil and chalk

 
1994Release of  TVPaint v3.0 on Amiga | PC

This is the first version that can be run on PC with Microsoft Windows 
3.1. A new scripting language replaces ARexx: George. This language 
is more powerful and allow you to do more complicated script.

 
1994Release of  TVPaint Junior on Amiga

Light version of TVPaint 3.0 for children including some graphic cards 
(VillageTronic, Picasso, EGS). It's the last version that can be run on 
Amiga.

 
1995Release of TVPaint v3.6 on Amiga | PC | SGI | Alpha

This  is  the  first  version  that  can  be  run  on  DecAlpha  and  SGI 
Platform. With this version, the first official API is available to create 
third party plug-ins.
Currently,  TVPaint  3.59  is  freely  provided  by  TVPaint 
Développement..

 
1997Born of TVPaint Animation v4.0 on PC | SGI | Alpha

Layers became animated : you can now create animation thanks to 
TVPaint Technology ! Furthermore, layers are unlimited.
Distributed par CIS.
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1998Born of Aura on PC | Alpha 

First version of Aura based on the TVPaint Technology 5.0.
Distributed by Newtek

 
1999Release of  AuraVT on PC 

Special version of Aura 1.0 dedicated to the VideoToaster System of 
Newtek.

 
2000Release of  Aura v2.0 on PC | Alpha 

Aura,  based  on  TVPaint  Technology  6.0,  becomes  multi  projects, 
integrates  WAVE  sound  track  support,  16-bits  drawing  masks, 
selection tools and also a Pixel Tracker ! This is the last version of the 
TVPaint Technology that can be run on DecAlpha.

 
2001Release of Aura v2.5 on PC

Integration of a proxy player (for a better playback), a MMX Support 
and a live video stream in background for telestration.

 
2002Release of Aura2VT on PC

Second version of Aura for Newtek's VideoToaster.

2002Release of  Aura DV Clay on PC 

Special version of Aura 1.0 for young japanese based on the TVPaint 
Technology  5.5:  Aura  DV  Clay.  The  package  made  only  for  the 
Japanese  market  included:  an  improved  version  of  Aura  1.0,  DV 
support and capture, storyboard printing and 6 modeling clays.

2003Release of  Aura v2.5b on PC
Possibility to import LightWave unwrap mesh (UV, Planar, etc...) from 
an object over a project for drawing texture.

2003Born of Mirage 1.0 on PC | Mac OSX

This new CG and video effect software version, based on TVPaint 
Technology 7.0, integrates many improvements, such as :   a Light 
Table allowing you to see the previous and following images when 
drawing,  Volumetric  Lights,  a  FX stack  allowing  you  to  add many 
effects on one project and applying them in the same time, and Mac 
OS X support.
This version is developed by TVPaint Developpementt and distributed 
in America by Bauhaus Software. 
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2004Release of Mirage 1.2 on PC | Mac OSX
First free update for Mirage 1.0 based on the TVPaint Technology 7.2.
Contains  :  a  RotoTracker  for  rotoscoping,  an  improved  particles 
engine, MP3 audio files support, 4GB+ of RAM support, BlueFish and 
DPS card (by plug-ins) support and French language support.

2004CBPaint 1.0 on Casablanca
Following  a  partnership  with  Macrosytem,  TVPaint  Technology 
created CBPaint, the first video paint add on based on the TVPaint 
Technology 7.2 for the Casablanca video system.
This version is  developed by TVPaint Developpement and sold by 
MacroSystem . 

2005Sortie de Mirage 1.5 on PC | Mac OSX

Update of Mirage which contains many improvements, such as : 2 
new languages: German and Spanish, new special effects like Color 
Replacer, a customizable interface and scanners with paper feeders 
support.

2005Three new products on Casablanca

Three new products for the Casablanca video system: a Filter Pack, 
the Object Tracer and the 3D Titler Deluxe.

2006Born of TVP Animation 8.1 on PC | Mac OSX 

In  june  2006,  release  of  the  first  software  based  on  the  TVPaint 
Technology  8.1:  TVP  Animation  Standard  Edition.  This  version  is 
dedicated for animators and allow them to create an animation from 
scratch to the end. Many improvements are made, such as supporting 
to the new Mac Intel, a rotative canvas like on a real drawing table, 
new drawing tools behavior, new special effects for saving time to the 
animators, etc...
TVP  Animation  8.1  is  developed  and  distributed  by  TVPaint 
Développement.

2006Release of TVP Animation Pro 8.1 on PC | Mac OSX 

In December 2006, TVPaint Developpement released TVP Animation 
8.1  Professional  Edition,  second  software  based  on  the  TVPaint 
Technology 8.1.
In  addition  to  the  features  of  the  Standard  Edition,  this  version 
benefits of an XSheet System allowing you to make your lip-sync and 
of a lot of video functionalities. 
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2007Release of TVP Animation 8.5 (Standard et Pro) on PC | Mac OSX 

A major free update is released  in June 2007. This update contains 
an  instance  system  allowing  you  to  easily  time  your  animation, 
profiles  on  tool's  connection  for  a  custom  behavior  and  new 
customizable interface look.

2008 Release of de TVP Animation 9.0 on PC | Mac OSX 

Released in July 2008, TVP Animation 9.0 Standard Edition contains 
many improvement : the layer blending modes, the Panel Bin feature, 
the TimeLine Notes, the TVPX format, the Drawing Recorder...

2008 Release of TVP Animation Pro 9.0 on PC | Mac OSX 

In addition to all improvements told higher, the Professional version 
allow to integrate numerous audio tracks,  to mix layers with many 
blending modes and gets four  separately customizable workspaces. 
Each workspace's panel layouts and hot keys can be customized to a 
different stage of your animation (for researches, storyboards etc..).
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WHAT IS TVP ANIMATION ?

TVP Animation is a 2D bitmap animation software, made by artists, for artists. Combining 
real time drawing and animation applications into only one software, TVP Animation integrates 
directly artists into their work, in order to be concentrated on creation, instead of technique.

Designed for projects of any resolution, ranging from HDTV and Film to web video, TVP 
Animation provides a simple, powerful alternative to expensive proprietary solutions and complex 
software workflows.

Software's interface during the creation of a scene using the multiplan camera

TVP Animation workflow pulls together divergent tools and functionalities, enabling artists to 
create both traditional CG and natural media styles in a single digital environment. 

TVP Animation artists are free to explore entirely new ideas in 2D animation and visual 
effects by easily combining tools such as video paint, stop-motion, natural-media drawing tools, 
volumetric lights, particles, keying, color correction, and point tracking within the same project. 
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Key features overview of TVP Animation

• Real-Time Video Paint :
32-bit sub-pixel-accurate video paint system, including animbrush™, drawing, filling, and natural 
media paint modes, video tools, and advanced text tools.

• Animation System :
Layer-based paint animation interface, including key framing and motion path tools, designed for 
animation motion graphics production on an unlimited number of video layers.

• Layer Manipulation :
“Infinite layers of glass” interface, color/luminance/difference keying with color suppression, four-
point tracking and two-point image stabilization.

• Color Correction :
Comprehensive color  correction tools,  including HSV controls  and LUT tables,  histogram, and 
color region-independent color channel control.

• Effects :
Huge number of effects, including Particles, Lens Flare, Volumetric Lighting, Plasma Effects, Perlin 
Noise, Lighting, and Half-Tone, Mirror, Cloning, Mosaic, Negative, Noise, etc. 

• Format & I/O Support : 
Complete suite  of  sequence conversion tools,  as well  as streaming or  file  format I/O from all 
standard video formats as well as TWAIN, WDM, DPS, Matrox, Newtek.

• Open Architecture  :
Powerful scripting language and plug-in API.

• Platform Support :
Microsoft WinXP/Win 2000, Apple OS/X.

« The sword and the brush » by Jean-Jacques Chen
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TVP ANIMATION'S  MARKET

     Sketch by David Nethery

What are TVP Animation's strength ?

There is a great opportunity for a software package in this 
market that is truly for artists.  That is our aim.  We at TVPaint 
Développement  classify  people  in  the  CG  business  as  either 
Operators or Artists - or the overlap that is both.  With the TVP 
Animation tool - we are really targeting the artist circle, and the 
overlap...and people that wish to be in the artist group.

It is well known these days that many of the huge hand-
drawn animation studios are ready to jump to an all-digital system. 
TVP Animation offers a bitmap tool  for the job,  certainly  in  the 
professional  price  range.   TVP  Animation  also  targets  natural 
media artists who are ready to make the jump into the digital realm. Legions of resistant classical 
artists  and animators  working  with  pencil  and  paper  at  their  desks,  appreciate  the  immediate 
feedback that TVP Animation’s environment provides.   The vector-based programs create images 
that are too bland for most classically trained artists.  Artists appreciate TVP Animation’s excellent 
bitmap  drawing  tools,  crayon  and  pencil  emulation,  layering,  onion  skinning,  and  sync  sound 
playback.  

Illustration by Hiroyuki Nishimura 

Our ongoing focus is to further strengthen our 
tools and workflow to address more natural media 
artists who are now - either by choice or by force - a 
part of the digital world.  Once those artists realize 
that there is a way to make the change palatable, 
the other tools within the software and their value 
will  become  self  evident.   We  are  creating  an 
environment for artists.  There is some confusion in 
the market regarding what has happened at some 
large animation studios lately.  

Most people tend to think that 2D animation is 
obsolete because of all-digital 3D movies.  This is 
not the case.  There has simply not been a tool yet 
that allows those natural media artists to make the 
transition to an all-digital world.  We believe that a 
package that has a purpose to fill this void would be 

well  accepted  and  appreciated.   TVP  Animation  was  developed  to  be  that  creative  digital 
environment.

TVP Animation simplifies the creation of 2D animation. It can be easily used, thanks to its 
intuitive interface, without be expensive. For the first time, only limits to animate into a bitmap 
environment are imagination and creativity. 
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How is TVP Animation positioned in the Market ?

TVP Animation is an artist oriented unified environment that provides powerful integrated 
tools and simplifies the creation of animated graphics and special  effects. Combining real-time 
video paint, animation, and effects functionality into a single product, TVP Animation centralizes the 
workflow for visual effects production in film, video, broadcast,  and cartoon/2D animation. TVP 
Animation's intuitive interface and common-sense workflow transcend the digital, focusing on the 
what – rather than the how, and incorporating the artist directly into the production they're creating.

What are the TVP Animation users ?

Both intuitive and complete, TVP animation means to every animation domains. Students, 
professionals and independent artists all over the world appreciate our software : USA, Mexico, 
Korea, Japan, Benelux, France...  It  is  used in great animation french schools, such as LISAA, 
Emile Cohl, la Poudrière or the famous Les Gobelins. 

Among the loyal  TVP Animation's profesional users,  there are Paul Fierlinger (“My Dog 
tulip”), Ariel Belinco et Micaheal Faust (“Beton”), Asaf Agranat (rotoscoping on “The battle of Cable 
street”) and the advertising adgency DoncVoilà (the “MAIF”, the “Commité National Olympique et 
Sportif Français” etc...)

What is about competition for TVP Animation ?

That’s  one  of  the  best  things  about  TVP Animation.   We  really  do  not  see  any  real 
competition in any of our addressable market segments.  Most software packages that are in this 
relative space are either motion graphics or compositing packages.  They are totally vector based, 
and everything must be rendered.  They do contain some art tools,  but this is not their focus. 
These packages are really for operators, not for artists. Creativity is curbed with these softwares, 
whereas with TVP Animation, everything is possible, because it first prevails over talent, not the 
technique.

« La complimenter » animated by Philippe Massonnet (DoncVoilà)
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MAINS STRENTGH OF TVP ANIMATION

A powerful real time drawing tool

TVP Animation’s state-of-the-art, real-time 32-bit video paint system allows artists to paint 
and draw using a vast selection of real-world brushes, pencils, and pens. The software’s powerful, 
sub-pixel- accurate paint engine allows artists to paint directly on video, creating amazing special 
effects using a wide array of animable brushes, filters, and text tools. 

Light table, rotative workspace, complete graphical pallet... The perfect mix between drawing tools and 
animation tool ! (Animation by Rony Hotin)

Powerful natural media tools  such as pencil, oil brush and wet brush provide an intuitive 
point  of  entry  for  users,  combining motion  graphics-oriented tools  such as  anim brushes with 
powerful shape, fill, and texturing tools. Images or sequences can be tiled, stretched, wrapped, and 
animatable brush variables such as speed, fade, and pressure allow artists to add tremendous 
subtlety to their work.  TVP Animation also includes a full character generation system and titling 
toolset,  with  control  over  Size,  Scale,  Italic,  Spacing,  Rotation,  Opacity,  Outline,  Smooth,  and 
border.

The animated brush of the firm TVPaint Développement 
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2D Animation

Brushes samples

TVP Animation's  interface was specially  designed to create  animated  films.  artists  can 
easily animate numerous video and image layers, as well as different element, such as filters, 
effects or brushes.

Many applications for traditional animators are available : the light table (allowing to see 
previous and next frames), the animator panel which integrates useful functions to rhythm your 
animations, or the sketch panel made of different sketches' tools.

How to use the light table (animation by Maëva Verdun)

The powerful  TVP Animation's  system of  keyframe animation allows to have the  same 
traditional animator's habits, without lost your time with never ending line-tests.

  Illustration by Mark Chong

Also,  our  software  has  numerous  useful  and 
incontrovertible options, such as :  the path recorder 
(traceable by hand and creates a following road to an 
object),  the  drawing  recorder  (the  ideal  function  for 
drawing lessons, to make tutorials or just improve your 
demo-reels), many various special effects, a particles 
generator...

Moreover,  the  profesionnal  edition  9.0  gets  a 
new  layer's  blending  mode,  increasing  more  the 
software's potential and artists' possibilities. And as in 
the last Pro version, TVP Animation 9.0 alway has the 
Xsheet tab. 
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But the most  important improvement into TVP animation 9.0, the one which revolutionizes the 
Xsheet, is the time line, only reserved to animation notes. Located above the principal time line, 
this one is dedicated to two great aims :

-The first one is to help the animator. An animator can't remind every animation's 
subtittles,  in particular during the researching phase. Thanks to this new function, animators can 
note everything they will have to remember : hair and clothes delays, a specific movement, when a 
character will act in a way or another... If the animator delegates some work, for example to his 
assistant, to the intervaller, to the cleaner or other, theses notes above will allow them to clearly 
know what they have to do. What a considerable time's benefit during the production !

Time line notes' possibilities sample

-The second interest, and not the least, of this note's time line, is to make easier lips 
sync.  In  fact,  this  time  line  looks  like  mother-band,  used  during  the  dubbing.  Using  Xsheet 
eventually  becomes  useless,  since  the  animator  gets   the  exactly  sound  that  will  make  his 
character  or  this environment where this  character  is (a slamming door,  a fiery tango with to 
lovers, a barking dog...)

Dubbing sample, with a character, a soundtrack and a text.
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Real-Time Video Manipulation

TVP Animation’s  32-bit  layers  provide  a  real-time  alpha  channel  for  independent  layer 
manipulation  and  animation.  Designed  to  work  with  video  elements  of  any  resolution,  TVP 
Animation’s “infinite layers of glass” interface allows users to work quickly and effectively with real-
time compositing of video and create elements – video and animation sequences can be loaded 
with no wait-time. 

The powerful combination of the video toolkit  with  TVP Animation’s paint tools allow the 
creation of advanced effects such as element animation, handwriting, and picture-in-picture video. 
A powerful broadcast-oriented toolkit provides a wide range of video correction and manipulation 
tools. High quality color-independent chroma-, luma-, and difference keying allow video imagery to 
easily  be  worked into  effects  productions,  and stencil  layers  allow quick  creation  of  animated 
masks. A powerful 2-point motion and image stabilization helps remove any unwanted motion from 
video.  TVP Animation’s  advanced  (sub)pixel  tracking  allows  users  to  track  individual  moving 
elements  in  video  sequences,  and  use  the  resulting  path  data  to  apply  brush  animations  or 
animated effects. 

Some colour modification samples (Illustration by Yoan Robert)

TVP Animation also integrates comprehensive color correction tools, including Brightness, 
Contrast,  Gamma,  Saturation,  LUT tables,  Black  &  White  converter  and  Histogram  for  level 
adjustment. Color region-independent color channel control, including Temperature, Magenta, Red, 
Green, Blue, Alpha, Luminosity). Advanced spill and color-suppression controls and a fully-editable 
Color  Lookup Tables (LUT) allow users to  precisely define how film and video sequences are 
translated on-screen, and ensure broadcast-legal color.

Effects

TVP Animation incorporates a complete special effects system, including a vast number of 
fully animatable visual effects, such as Particles, Lens Flare, Volumetric Lighting, Plasma Effects, 
and 2D Lighting.  TVP Animation ‘s animatable lattice tool allows artists to deform and animate 
images in 3D. TVP Animation also includes an extensive library of blur filters, including Motion Blur, 
Gaussian Blur, Radial Blur, and Chroma blur.  A wide library of image processing plug-ins allows 
users to modify existing images and video streams, with effects such as  Mirror, Clone, Mosaic, 
Negative, Solarize, Bevel, Convolution, Waves, etc. 
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Workflow Integration 

TVP Animation integrates easily with industry-standard software and hardware formats - 
direct output options allow advanced interoperability with all major editing systems, including Final 
Cut Pro 4, Adobe Premiere, Avid Xpress and Media 100). Direct Wacom support allows artists 
access to a wide variety of digital tablets, sensing everything from brush pressure to actual pen 
angle.

TVP  Animation  integrates  complete  suite  of  sequence  conversion  tools,  as  well  as 
streaming or file format I/O from all standard video formats, as well as direct integration with NTSC 
and PAL output hardware such as Newtek VideoToaster NT, Matrox DiGiSuite support (LE & DTV), 
and DPS Reality (plus PAR, PVR and HollyWood). 

TVP Animation also supports import and export of all major image file formats, including 
multiple high-end image formats  (Quantel VPB, Kodak CINEON, Apple QuickTime, AVI, Flic, Gif, 
Flyer Clip, RTV, BMP, ILBM, JPEG, PCX, PNG, PSD, SGI, Softimage, SUN Raster, TGA 32, TIFF 
v6), as well as TWAIN and WDM devices and digital cameras.  

Completely Open Architecture

TVP Animation includes Element, a powerful integrated scripting language that allows users 
to automate effects, as well as a complete Software Development Kit (API) for 3rd-Party effects and 
plug-ins development.

Platform Support

TVP Animation is available for Microsoft WinXP/Win 2000 and Apple OS/X.

TVP Animation 9.0 cover
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TVP ANIMATION AND 2D ANIMATION

Animated film's creation

The process of a 2D animation's creation didn't changed for last 50 years. The paper and 
pencil method, made by Walt Disney and Warner Bros studios around the 30's is always in the 
process' heart.

Steps necessary to create a cartoon or an animated movie were partially lightened thanks 
to digital tools' beginning, at the end of the 80's. The incoming of numerical allowed animators to 
leave behind celluloids, by scanning their animations (always drawn traditionally) and do colouring 
and  compositing  with  digitalized  images.  Even  if  computers  have  accelerated  the  creation's 
process, there are still many important limits. 2D animators always make their drawing on paper 
and lost a lot of time by scanning, cleaning, erasing imperfections, rendering animation... With all 
this lost time, it's understandable why producers bet more and more on 3D animation.

 Steps of an animated film creation's

This hybrid creation's process (paper / digital images) is the pivot of most 2D animation 
studios. But, these limits become  more and more restrictive with the increase of TV animated 
series' market. There is an important loss of time during scanning, filling the x-sheet (ofr lip sync, 
for example), cleaning scans.. The least modification creates a work excess, additional costs... and 
a considerable loss productivity.

Studios are researching new methods to centralize and digitize their creation, in order to get 
full digital creations. 

Animators are still looking for a real numerical tool, dedicated to art and animation, not for a 
software limited to vectorial drawings, with only some time management tools...
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TVP Animation's philosophy

TVP Animation fundamentally changes the way in which 2D animation is created. Rather 
than oblige  animators  to  work  with  paper  and scanners,  TVP Animation  combines key  digital 
equivalents of tools found in a 2D animation studio, including : 
 • Natural Media Paint & Drawing Toolkit
 • Digital Animation Tools 

• Coloring and Filling Tools
• Video integration and Special Effects  
• Special Effects 

A true, paperless digital animation system, TVP Animation provides the same levels of control 
in the digital domain that artists are accustomed to with physical media.  Animators can move from 
initial  storyboarding right  up to edit,  without  ever  resorting to  the costly,  tedious constraints of 
traditional physical media. TVP Animation allows studios to significantly increase their volume of 
output, without sacrifice the quality. Au contraire, the time alloted to scan may be used to improve a 
creation !

Moreover, artists can use TVP Animation to do more – working in small teams to create, 
develop,  and  deliver  different  properties.  This  enables  animation  studios  to  both  increase 
production, and make more money – with the same number of people. Rather than the straight, 
linear (i.e. slow) process typically used for 2D creation, the TVP Animation workflow is collaborative 
– allowing multiple parts of a production to be created in parallel, and also enabling interaction at 
all stages of the process with the director. 

Steps of “Theatre for my Valentine”
(Backgrounds : Randy Agostini ; Chara-design : Vincent Huon ; Story-board : Elodie Moog)

Digital Storyboarding

TVP Animation  allows  animators  to  storyboard  in  full  resolution,  with  no  material  costs. 
Thanks to TVP Animation’s focus on frame-by-frame animation, animators have complete control 
over timing.  Re- sequencing an animation is  trivial,  as are adjusting transitions -  moving from 
shooting on 2’s to shooting on 3’s is a simple matter.  

In practice, this allows studios to blur the lines between storyboards, animatics, and leica 
reels – TVP Animation supports one (standard version) or numerous (Pro version) soundtracks, 
pencil tests, or whichever level of final animation has been completed. Storyboards can also be 
complemented with imported video, or scanned-in drawings and photos – TVP Animation has a 
complete suite of field guide and stabilization controls for scanned-in imagery. The results of this 
process can be easily exported for dailies. 
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Backgrounds 

Since TVP Animation can import video elements, and has 
the complete suite of timeline tools required to do “holds” and 
perspective  drawing,  producing  high-quality  backgrounds  is 
quick and efficient. 

Pencil Test & Cleanup   Background by Olivier Michon

Pencil tests can be drawn directly into TVP Animation, and quickly cleaned up in a superior 
layer. This eliminates the need for numerous sheets of paper traditionally required per cel, and also 
the laborious process of sketching, re-sketching, and approval. 

Animation by Alex Villemin

All changes can be made directly and digitally 
to the original sketch. Using TVP Animation, digital 
pencil tests are also far less murky and discolored 
than  traditional  pencil  tests,  and  can  involve  an 
infinite  number  of  layers.  A  range  of  unique 
smudge,  smear,  and  chalk  tools  ensures  true 
digital  equivalents  to  physical  media,  and  TVP 
Animation’s Digital Light Table allows pre and post-
frames to be viewed at a user-adjustable level of 
transparency.  

Animation by Rony Hotin
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Ink and Paint 

TVP  Animation’s  powerful  ink  and  paint  tools  completely 
eliminate the need for physical materials, and allow animators to ink their 
pencil drawings in another layer, directly on top of the existing pencil test. 
TVP Animation’s pen, airbrush, oil brush, and wet brush provide natural-
media control  – and allow including interactive opacity and smoothing 
adjustment.  Completely customizable brushes provide a vast  range of 
controls, including warp, smears-and-smudges, etc.  

TVP  Animation’s  palette  of  over  16  million  colors,  combined  with 
powerful healing/filling tools and the ability to load and save palettes (into 
*.tvpx) greatly enhances and accelerates the workflow. Palettes can be 
computed from any  image  format,  and  TVP Animation  supports  fully- 
editable LUTS, for guaranteed broadcast color output. 

Layering & Compositing 

TVP  Animation’s  infinite  animatable  layers  are  really  digital  cels 
(acetates)  –  infinitely  manipulable,  scalable,  and  changeable.  Since 
layers in TVP Animation function as transparent cells, any part of a layer 
or  frame  not  containing  ink/paint/lines/video/graphics  is  by  definition 
transparent,  so  it’s  easy  to  see  through  to  other  layers.  This  highly 
intuitive “built-in alpha channel” greatly simplifies animation, and allows 
powerful interaction between layers. 

Artists  can work on one layer,  while  “seeing through”  to another  – 
invaluable for time-consuming tasks such as clean up and rotoscoping. 
Layouts are far easier when using TVP Animation, since cell-depth is not 
an issue – you can digitally “shoot” on as may layers as you like, with no 
worries of darkening backgrounds. Infinite layers also make it simple to 
cel-over a background plate – be it hand-drawn, a held photo, or video.  

Rotoscopy sample

« Battle of Cable Streets » 
directed by Yoav Segal and 
animated by Asaf Agranat
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Special Effects 

TVP Animation’s powerful special effects engine makes it simple to add animated blurs and 
filters, eye-grabbing lighting and particle effects – or even stabilize scans and modify video input. 

« Junkyard » by Hisko Hulsing

Output 

Finalizing  production  in  TVP Animation  doesn’t  require  rendering.  Since working in  TVP 
Animation is completely WYSYWIG – so animators are looking at the finished product at all times. 
TVP Animation can import and export almost any file format, and provides powerful controls for 
real-time broadcast-quality output through many different output cards.

« My dog Tulip » de Paul et Sandra Fierlinger
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TVP ANIMATION'S ADVANTAGES

Reduction of output costs and delays

Thanks to TVP Animation, output costs and delays are considerably reduced. With TVP 
Animation, there is no loss of time by scanning or line testing a thousand of animation's sheets. 
From story-board to final compositing, everything can be made with just only one tool.  Instant 
rendering's possibilities make easy teamwork and allows to director to follow every step of his 
movie. 

All this time benefit reduces delays between the beginning of a project and its broadcasting. 
By this way, more animated series can be produced.

No drawing style limits

Because TVP Animation uses pixels (bitmap), creative possibilities
are unlimited : cartoon, manga, watercolour, gouache, paper paste, 
rotoscoping etc... And mix different animation style (such as an animated film 
on a layer, a video on a second one and a montage on a third layer), can be 
easily put into a same project. 

TVP Animation gets also many panels with different tool and 
effects. Possibilities are infinite. All depends on your imagination,
gift and creativity .

Even if you like SD Manga...

(drawing by Vincent Huon)

...or Cartoon ...

(sketch by David Nethery)

...or realism,                         

(drawing by Vincent Bedu)                 

TVP Animation will satisfy you !              
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Animation Styles  TVP Animation Tools and Benefits

Cut-Out and Collage
    
     TVP  Animation’s  bin  and  brush  tools  greatly  simplify  cut-out 
animation – since any shape can be cut out as a brush, and animated 
an  infinite  number  of  different  ways.  Scaling  and  zooming  cutout  – 
otherwise very challenging – become simple. Scan or import almost any 
kind of media into TVP Animation, and complement it  with video and 
sound 
input. 

Stop-Motion
(Kinestasis,  Pixilation,  Time 
Lapse, Claymation®)

     With TVP Animation it is possible to create pixilated photographic 
subjects  imported from any photographic source – time-lapse or stop- 
motion  photography  or  video.  Shoot  directly  into  TVP  Animation,  or 
import video sequences to modify and rotoscope. Since TVP Animation 
is  true  WYSIWYG,  there’s  no  risk  of  overexposure,  since  you  see 
exactly what you’re getting. Creating stop-motion effects, visual stutter, 
and  other  hard-to-shoot  camera  effects  is  a  breeze  –  done  either 
through the digital insertion of extra frames, or through the use of the 
special effects engine. 

Crayon Drawing      TVP Animation has the pen opacity  and line quality  required to 
accurately  simulate  true  natural-media  tools  directly  in  the  software– 
drawing in  TVP Animation  actually  feels  like  drawing  on  paper.  TVP 
Animation’s best-of-breed brushes allow animators to access powerful 
crayon  drawing  –  be  it  animated  charcoal  lines  rendered  on  rough 
sketch paper (with the smudges!),  soft  pencil  lines with tightly woven 
pencil shadings, or wet magic marker smudged on a white background, 
oil  painting  (right  from the  tube),  the  elegant  brush  strokes  of  Asian 
calligraphy, or chalk drawings on the back of a denim jacket. 

Animated film      As a cel-animation system, TVP Animation’s digital workflow produces the 
same lush, powerful frames as physical media – without the problems of 
reflections, shadows, paints,  dust,  or the vast array  of other shooting 
complexities.  No  need  for  physical  materials  –  Just  ink  your  pencil 
drawing  in  another  layer,  directly  on  top  of  the  existing  pencil  test! 
Original  cel  drawings can also be imported and organized,  or  drawn 
directly (paperlessly) in the preview window. TVP Animation’s light table 
- offering 10 preview frames before and ten following the current one – 
has user-defined transparency sliders, and allows quick, efficient frame 
access for tweening. 

Japanimation      TVP Animation’s drawing tools are highly appropriate for the creation  of 
Manga. Paint strokes can be applied in any manner from flat filled areas 
to  semi-transparent  brushstrokes,  indistinguishable  from  watercolor 
painting,  to quash,  penciled or  oil  paint  textures.  Animators can also 
seamlessly merge 3D data into  TVP Animation,  with full  control  over 
layer blending, lighting, and timing. 

Rotoscoping      From tracing live action image sequences to completely covering them with 
paint  strokes,  TVP  Animation’s  rotoscoping  tools  allow  infinite 
possibilities.  Powerful RotoTracking™ tools allow TVP Animation artists 
to add remove images from any frame or sequence, or define a range of 
animated frames to color fill. 

        Background by Mark Chong
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENT FOR TVP ANIMATION

TVP Animation require a computer with these minimal characteristics 

PC Compatible :

•CPU x86 supporting  MMX SSE (Pentium III minimum),
•512 MO Ram (2 GO advised),
•Graphical card with 64 MO Ram (128 advised)
•Screen resolution 1280x1024 (1600x1200 advised),
•Hard drive with 40 GO (Separated video disc advised),
•Microsoft Windows 2000 SP5, XP SP2 with DirectX 9 and Vista.

Apple Macintosh :

•CPU G4 (G5 or Mac-Intel advised)
•512 MO de Ram (2 GO advised),
•Screen resolution 1280x1024 (1600x1200 advised),
•Hard drive with 40 GO (Separated video disc advised),
•Apple OSX 10.4 minimum with the last Quicktime version.  

« Shadow Skin »  by Terrence Walker
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